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In PG(3, q), q even, Cherowitzo made a detailed study of flocks of a cone with
a translation oval as base; also called a-flocks [4]. To a flock of a quadratic cone in
PG(3, q), q even, there always corresponds a set of q#1 ovals in PG(2, q), called an
oval herd. To an a-flock of a cone with an arbitrary translation oval as base, there
corresponds a herd of q#1 permutation polynomials. For some, but not for all,
known examples of a-flocks, these q#1 permutation polynomials define an oval
herd. This leads to the fundamental problem of determining which a-flocks corres-
pond to an oval herd. This article studies a class of a-flocks and explicitly describes
which members of this class have an associated oval herd. To achieve this goal, all
monomial hyperovals M(1, t, tk) DD t3F
q
NXM(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)N with k"2i#2j, iOj, are
determined. ( 1998 Academic Press*URL: http://www-math.cudenver.edu/&wcherowi.
-Research Associate of the Fund for Scientific Research—Flanders, Belgium. URL: http://
cage.rug.ac.be/&ls.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Q be a quadratic cone in PG (3, q) with vertex x. A flock of Q is
a partition of the points of QCMxN into q conics, or equivalently, is a set of
q planes which intersect the quadratic cone in q disjoint nonsingular conics.185
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186 CHEROWITZO AND STORMEThe classical example of a flock is the linear flock, which is a flock
consisting of q planes passing through a fixed line ‚ skew to Q. Examples of
non-linear flocks are also known. For a survey of the known examples up to
1993, we refer to [15].
One of the most interesting features of flocks is that they are related to
a large variety of other structures. Flocks of quadratic cones give rise to
certain generalized quadrangles of order (q2, q) and can be used to define
translation planes [5, 14].
In the even case, there is an important third connection. In PG (2, q), an
oval is a set of q#1 points, no three of which are collinear. In [11], Payne
found that a flock of a quadratic cone gives rise to a set of q#1 ovals in
a projective plane PG (2, q), q even. This led him to the discovery of the Payne
ovals.
This link was reused in [3] to construct the Subiaco ovals. In that article,
this set of q#1 ovals is called a herd of ovals.
But many questions remained unanswered. A flock gives rise to a herd of
ovals, but not all known ovals belong to a herd of a quadratic cone in this
way, or equivalently, are associated with a flock of a quadratic cone.
In [4], Cherowitzo studied flocks of cones with a translation oval as base.
Let F
q
, q"2h, be the finite field of order q and let a be a generator of
AutF
q
. An a-cone Qa in PG (3, q) is a cone with base a translation oval in
a plane of % of PG (3, q) and with vertex x not belonging to %.
In standard form Qa"M(X, ‰, Z, … ) DD‰a"XZa~1N which is the a-cone
with vertex (0, 0, 0, 1) and with base the translation oval M(ta, t, 1, 0) DD
t3F
q
NXM(1, 0, 0, 0)N in % :…"0.
By [4], an a-flock of an a-coneQa is a set of q planes of PG (3, q) not passing
through the vertex of the a-cone which do not intersect each other at a point
of Qa . Without loss of generality, the q planes are: %t :…"f (t)X#
t1@a‰#ig (t)Z, t3F
q
, with f (0)"g(0)"0, Tr(i)"1 where Tr is the trace
function from F
q
to F
2
, and with
TrCiA
f (t)#f (s)
t#s B
1@(a~1)
(g (t)#g(s))D"1, ∀tOs.
It is even possible to assume f (1)"g(1)"1.
The obvious example is the linear a-flock which consists of q planes
through a fixed line ‚ skew to the a-cone, but non-linear a-flocks also exist.
For a list of the known a-flocks, we refer to [4].
To an a-flock there corresponds a set of q#1 permutation polynomials,
called a herd, H( f, g, a, i)"M f (t)NXMh
u
(t) DDu3F
q
N satisfying
(1) f (0)"g(0)"0; Tr(i)"1;
(2) h
u
(t)"ig (t)#uf (t)#(ut)1@a.
a-FLOCKS AND OVALS 187Conversely, to each herd of q#1 permutation polynomials there corres-
ponds an a-flock [4].
An o-polynomial f is a permutation polynomial of F
q
satisfying f (0)"0,
f (1)"1, such that K"M(1, t, f (t)) DD t3F
q
NXM(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)N is a hyperoval
in PG(2, q), q even. This means that K is a set of q#2 points, no three of
which are collinear [2, 9]. If we do not require that f (1)"1, a permutation
polynomial satisfying the remaining conditions is called an oval polynomial.
In the herd H ( f, g, a, i) of permutation polynomials corresponding to an
a-flock, the polynomial f always has the property of being an oval polynomial
[4].
For a"2, the q other permutation polynomials in the herd are also oval
polynomials [3]. For a’2, this is not always the case [4]. When all
polynomials in the herd are oval polynomials, then the herd is called an oval
herd.
With respect to the question of when a herd corresponding to an a-flock is
an oval herd, Cherowitzo proved that the a-flocks %
t
:…"t1@a2X#t1@a‰#
t1@a`1@a2Z, t3F
q
, in PG(2, 2h), h odd, correspond to an oval herd if and only if
M(1, t, t1@a`1@a2) DDt3F
q
NXM(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)N is a hyperoval [4].
This article shows explicitly which of these a-flocks correspond to oval
herds. This result follows from the complete classification of the hyperovals
M(1, t, tk) DDt3F
q
NXM(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)N, with k"2i#2j, iOj, in PG(2, q);
a problem started by R. G. Hadinata [8].
This classification provides a partial solution to the problem of classifying
all hyperovals of the form D(n)"M(1, t, tn) DDt3F
q
NXM(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)N,
14n4q!2; the so-called monomial hyperovals.
Recalling that D(n), D (1!n), D (1/n), D(1!1/n), D (n/(n!1)),
D(1/(1!n)), with 1!n, 1/n, 1!1/n, n/(n!1), 1/(1!n) calculated
(mod q!1), are projectively equivalent, the known examples are the transla-
tion hyperovals D(2i) in PG (2, 2h), (i, h)"1, the Segre hyperoval D(6) in
PG (2, 2h), h odd, and the two Glynn hyperovals D(p#c) and D(3p#4) in
PG(2, q), q"2h, h odd, p2,2 (mod q!1), c2,p (mod q!1), with p,
c automorphisms of F
q
.
By using a computer, it has been checked up to q"230 that no other
monomial hyperovals exist [7]. This has led to the conjecture that all
monomial hyperovals have been determined. Our classification result sup-
ports this conjecture since we will obtain in Theorem 3.13 that the only
hyperovals D (2i#2j) are the four known ones.
Since 1!n, 1/n, 1!1/n (mod q!1) define hyperovals that are projective-
ly equivalent to the one defined by n, we also determine these values for
n"2i#2j when (n, q!1)"1, in Section 4.
188 CHEROWITZO AND STORME2. a-FLOCKS HAVING AN OVAL HERD
We now explicitly describe the conditions under which a herd
H( f, g, a, i)"M f (t)NXMh
u
(t) DDu3F
q
N of permutation polynomials, with
f (0)"g (0)"0, is an oval herd.
Since this means that all polynomials f (t) and h
u
(t), u3F
q
, define hy-
perovals; this is equivalent to the following two properties (see [9]):
(I) f
s
(t)" f (t#s)#f (s)
t
is a permutation polynomial satisfying
f
s
(0)"0 for all s3F
q
;
(II) h
u,s
(t)"hu(t#s)#hu(s)
t
is a permutation polynomial satisfying
h
u,s
(0)"0 for all s3F
q
.
To proceed, we introduce the following operations on a-flocks. These
operations are the analogues of those defined in [1, 13] in the special case
a"2, where the link to generalized quadrangles is described in detail.
2.1. Shift by s
Let %
t
:…"x
t
X#y
t
‰#z
t
Z, t3F
q
, define an a-flock F of the a-cone
Qa :‰a"XZa~1.
Then the shift by s, denoted by q
s
, s3F
q
, of F is the a-flock Fqs of the
planes %@
t
:…"x@
t
X#y@
t
‰#z@
t
Z, t3F
q
, with
x@
t
"x
t
#x
s
,
y@
t
"y
t
#y
s
,
z@
t
"z
t
#z
s
.
2.2. o(t)-Flip
Let %
t
:…"f (t)X#t1@a‰#ig(t)Z, t3F
q
, f (0)"g (0)"0, Tr(i)"1, de-
fine an a-flock F of the a-cone Qa :‰a"XZa~1.
Then the a-flock F is called o (t)-flippable, with o a permutation of F
q
satisfying o (0)"0, if and only if the q planes %@
t
:…"x@
t
X#y@
t
‰#z@
t
Z,
t3F
q
, with
x@
t
"x
t
/o(t),
y@
t
"t1@a/o (t),
z@
t
"z
t
/o(t),
form an a-flock of Qa [4], with respect to the same trace 1 element i,
containing the plane %@
0
:…"0.
a-FLOCKS AND OVALS 1892.3. Shift Flip
Let u denote the t-flip on an a-flock F of planes %
t
:…"
f (t)X#t1@a‰#ig(t)Z, t3F
q
, Tr(i)"1.
For s3F
q
, the a-flock F is called (t; s)-shift flippable if and only if Fqsu is
still an a-flock with respect to the same trace 1 element i.
Remark 2.1. As indicated in [1, 12, 13], the 2-flocks, or flocks in the
terminology of these articles, are always (t; s)-shift flippable for all s3F
q
.
In [4], Cherowitzo describes different classes of a-flocks which are t-
flippable; also o(t)-flippable a-flocks with o (t)Ot are presented. There are
also examples of a-flocks which do not have the property of being (t; s)-shift
flippable, ∀s3F
q
; showing a fundamental difference with the results on the
flocks.
We now show that (t; s)-shift flippability, for all s3F
q
, is closely related to
the problem of whether or not the corresponding herd is an oval herd.
In [4], it was proved that if the herdH( f, g, a, i) is an oval herd, then the
corresponding a-flock is t-flippable. The following theorem provides the
appropriate converse.
THEOREM 2.2. „he a-flock F of planes %
t
:…"f (t)X#t1@a‰#ig (t)Z,
t3F
q
, f (0)"g (0)"0, Tr(i)"1, of the a-cone Qa :‰a"XZa~1 corresponds to
an oval herd H( f, g, a, i) if and only if F is (t; s)-shift flippable for all s in F
q
.
Proof. Firstly, H( f, g, a, i) defines an oval herd if and only if f (t) and
the polynomials h
u
(t)"ig (t)#uf (t)#(ut)1@a, u3F
q
, define q#1 oval poly-
nomials. This is if and only if, by [9, p. 174], for all s3F
q
, the polynomials
f
s
(t)"( f (t)#f (s))/(t#s) and h
u,s
(t)"(h
u
(t)#h
u
(s))/(t#s)"(i(g (t)#
g(s))#u ( f (t)#f (s))#u1@a(t1@a#s1@a))/(t#s) all are permutation poly-
nomials satisfying f
s
(0)"h
u,s
(0)"0.
In place of h
u,s
(t), we obtain
h
u,s
(t)"i (g (t@@1@(1~a)#s)#g (s))
t@@1@(1~a)
#u f (t@@1@(1~a)#s)#f (s)
t@@1@(1~a)
#(ut@@)1@a
with t@@"(t#s)1~a. Also f
s
(t), ∀s3F
q
, may be rewritten similarly.
Now consider the (t; s)-shift flip ofF. Applying the shift by s mapsF onto
the a-flock %@
t
:…"( f (t)#f (s))X#(t#s)1@a‰#i (g(t)#g (s))Z, t3F
q
. By
introducing the parameter t@"t#s, this is the set of planes
%@
t{
:…"( f (t@#s)#f (s))X#t@1@a‰#i (g (t@#s)#g(s))Z, t@3F
q
.
Note that with t@"0, we have the plane %@
0
:…"0.
190 CHEROWITZO AND STORMEApplying the t@-flip gives the set of planes
%@@
t{
:…" f (t@#s)#f (s)
t@
X#t@1@a~1‰#i g(t@#s)#g (s)
t@
Z, t@3F
q
.
Notice that t@"t@@1@(1~a), since t@@"(t#s)1~a, and so, this set of planes
%@@
t{{
is given by:
%@@
t{{
:…" f (t@@1@(1~a)#s)#f (s)
t@@1@(1~a)
X#t@@1@a‰#i g(t@@1@(1~a)#s)#g (s)
t@@1@(1~a)
Z,
t@@3F
q
,
where %@@
0
:…"0.
These planes form an a-flock if and only if the polynomials f
s
(t), h
u,s
(t), with
f
s
(t)" f (t@@1@(1~a)#s)#f (s)
t@@1@(1~a)
,
h
u,s
(t)"i (g (t@@1@(1~a)#s)#g(s))
t@@1@(1~a)
#u f (t@@1@(1~a)#s)#f (s)
t@@1@(1~a)
#(ut@@)1@a,
are permutation polynomials for all s3F
q
[4, Theorem 11], satisfying
f
s
(0)"h
u,s
(0)"0.
This shows that the herd corresponding to an a-flock is an oval herd if and
only if the a-flock is (t; s)-shift flippable for all s3F
q
. j
As indicated in the introduction, Cherowitzo [4] proved that the a-flock
F of planes %
t
:…"t1@a2X#t1@a‰#t1@a`1@a2Z, t3F
q
, in PG(2, 2h), h odd,
corresponds to an oval herd if and only if g (t)"t1@a`1@a2 defines an o-
polynomial. He also proved that this is equivalent to the a-flock being
t-flippable.
We now prove that for this special class of a-flocks, (t; s)-shift flippability,
∀s3F
q
, coincides with t-flippability; thus linking this result to the previous
theorem.
THEOREM 2.3. For q"2h, h odd, the a-flock F of planes
%
t
:…"t1@a2X#t1@a‰#t1@a`1@a2Z, t3F
q
,
in PG(2, 2h), is t-flippable if and only if it is (t; s)-shift flippable, ∀s3F
q
.
Proof. We calculate the shift by s. This is the a-flock
%@
t
:…"(t#s)1@a2X#(t#s)1@a‰#(t1@a`1@a2#s1@a`1@a2)Z, ∀t3F
q
.
a-FLOCKS AND OVALS 191Let t@"t#s, then this is the set of planes
%@
t{
:…"t@1@a2X#t@1@a‰#(t@1@a`1@a2#s1@at@1@a2#s1@a2t@1@a)Z, ∀t@3F
q
.
Applying the t@-flip, gives the set of planes
…"t@1@a2~1X#t@1@a~1‰#(t@1@a`1@a2~1#s1@at@1@a2~1#s1@a2t@1@a~1)Z, t@3F
q
,
p
q (t@"t{{1@(1~a))
…"t@@(1`a)@a2X#t@@1@a‰#(t@@(1`a~a2)@(a2(1~a))#s1@at@@(1`a)@a2#s1@a2t@@1@a)Z,
t@@3F
q
.
If the a-flock is (t; s)-shift flippable, ∀s3F
q
, then obviously it is t-flippable.
So suppose the a-flock is t-flippable, then the q planes
%@@
t{{
:…"t@@(1`a)@a2X#t@@1@a‰#t@@(1`a~a2)@(a2(1~a))Z, ∀t@@3F
q
,
define an a-flock.
By [4, Theorem 10], the q planes
…"t@@(1`a)@a2X#t@@1@a‰#(t@@(1`a~a2)@(a2(1~a))#s1@at@@(1`a)@a2#s1@a2t@@1@a)Z,
t@@3F
q
,
also define an a-flock, and this is the (t; s)-shift flip of the original a-flock.
This proves the theorem. j
In the following section, we will determine for which a, with a a generator
of AutF
q
, q"2h, h odd, f (t)"t1@a`1@a2 defines an o-polynomial.
To obtain this result, all monomial hyperovals D (2i#2j), iOj, in
PG(2, 2h), will be determined.
3. A CLASSIFICATION RESULT ON MONOMIAL HYPEROVALS
Let D (k)"M(1, t, tk) DDt3F
q
NXM(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)N be a set of q#2 points in
PG(2, 2h). The next theorem describes the conditions that the power k must
satisfy in order for D (k) to be a hyperoval.
To state the theorem, we first define a partial ordering on the integers
(mod 2h!1).
DEFINITION 3.1 (Glynn [6]). ‚et ( be the following partial ordering on the
set of integers n where 04n4q!1.
192 CHEROWITZO AND STORMEAssume that b"+m
i/0
b
i
2i and c"+m
i/0
c
i
2i, where 04b
i
, c
i
41, i"0,2,m.
„hen b( c if and only if b
i
4c
i
for i"0,2,m.
THEOREM 3.2 (Glynn [6]). „he set D(k) is a hyperoval of PG (2, q) if and
only if d(/ kd, ∀d3M1,2, q!2N, where dk is reduced modulo q!1 to lie in
N
q
"M0,2, q!1N. Here 0 is reduced to 0 and all the other multiples of q!1
are reduced to q!1.
Remark 3.3. This theorem of Glynn can be stated more generally. Let
q"2h and let a"2r, (r, h)"1. Then it is possible to write every integer
d with 04d(q!1 uniquely as d,+h~1
i/0
d
i
ai (mod q!1) with 04d
i
41,
i"0,2, h!1.
Then ( can be extended to this a-ary expansion. Namely a ( b if and only
if a
i
4b
i
, i"0,2, h!1, with a,+h~1
i/0
a
i
ai (mod q!1), b,+h~1
i/0
b
i
ai
(mod q!1), a
i
, b
i
3M0, 1N.
Then Theorem 3.2 is also valid for all of these a-ary expansions because
writing an integer n in binary expansion n"+h~1
i/0
b
i
2i, 04b
i
41,
i"0,2, h!1, or in a-ary expansion n,+h~1
i/0
d
i
ai (mod q!1), with
04d
i
41, i"0,2, h!1, simply signifies a permutation on the binary
digits b
i
.
We now start the classification of the monomial hyperovals D (k), with
k"2r#2j, rOj, in PG(2, q), q"2h. First of all, the values k"2r#2j, with
r or j coprime with h, are studied in detail. The information obtained makes it
possible to eliminate the values k"2r#2j with (r, h), ( j, h)’1. This will lead
to the complete classification in Theorem 3.13.
LEMMA 3.4. ‚et k"2r#2j, q"2h, with (r, h)"1. ‚et 2r"a and let
2j,ai (mod 2h!1).
Assume k,a#ai (mod q!1), i’2. ‚et h"mi#j where m51 and
j(i!1.
„hen D(k) is not a hyperoval in PG (2, q).
Proof. Let d"+ j~1
t/0
at#+m~1
t/0
aj`ti.
Then dk"+ j
t/1
at#+m~1
t/0
aj`ti`1#+j`i~1
t/i
at#+m~1
t/0
aj`(t`1)i.
For m52, since aj`mi"ah,1 (mod q!1), dk,(+j`1
t/0
at)#
(+j`i~1
t/i
at)#+m~1
t/1
(aj`ti#aj`ti`1) (mod q!1), and so d( dk. Hence D(k)
is not a hyperoval (Theorem 3.2). When m"1, then
dk,(+j`1
t/0
at)#(+ j`i~1
t/i
at) (mod q!1) and so d ( dk. Again, D (k) is not
a hyperoval. j
LEMMA 3.5. ‚et k"2r#2j, q"2h, with (r, h)"1. ‚et 2r"a and let
2j,ai (mod 2h!1).
Assume k,a#ai (mod q!1), i’2, and h"mi#i!1 where m52.
„hen D(k) is not a hyperoval in PG (2, q).
Proof. Let d"+ i~2
t/0
at#a2i~2#+m
t/2
ati~1.
a-FLOCKS AND OVALS 193Then dk"+ i~1
t/1
at#a2i~1#+m
t/2
ati#+2i~2
t/i
at#a3i~2#+m`1
t/3
ati~1.
Using a(m`1)i~1,1 (mod q!1), dk,+2i
t/0
at#a3i~2#+m
t/3
(ati~1#ati)
(mod q!1).
Hence, in all cases d( dk (mod q!1) taking into account that dk,q!1
(mod q!1) when m"2 and i"3. So D(k) is not a hyperoval (The-
orem 3.2). j
Remark 3.6. The preceding two lemmas show that if D(k) is a hyperoval,
with k,a#ai (mod q!1), a"2r, (r, h)"1, q"2h; then necessarily (1)
h"i#(i!1) or (2) i"2.
In the first case, i"(h#1)/2, so h is odd and k,a#a(h`1)@2 (mod q!1).
Let b"a(h`1)@2; b is also a generator of AutF
2h
. Since b2"ah`1,a
(mod q!1), k can be rewritten as k,b#b2 (mod q!1) where q"2h, h odd.
In the second case, when i"2 and k,a#a2 (mod q!1), if h is odd, then
we are again in the preceding case.
However, when h is even, then k,a#a2,2r#22r (mod q!1) with
(r, h)"1 and with (2r, h)"2.
This case is excluded by the next lemma. So only the first possibility will
have to be studied in detail.
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose k"2i#2j with (i, h)"a’1, ( j, h)"b where a does
not divide b.
„hen k does not define a hyperoval D (k) in PG(2, 2h).
Proof. Let h
1
"h/a and d"+h1~1
t/0
2ta.
Then dk"+h1~1
t/0
2ta`i#+h1~1
t/0
2ta`j.
In the first sum, all exponents, when calculated (mod h), are multiples of a,
while in the second sum, the exponents are never a multiple of a, or else a D j
which is false.
So all exponents are distinct (i.e., there is no cancellation of terms), and the
first sum equals d, hence d( dk (mod q!1). j
Remark 3.8. Suppose k"2i#2j with (i, h)"( j, h)"a’1.
Let i"ai
1
, j"aj
1
, h"ah
1
and consider k
1
"2i1#2j1 (mod 2h1!1).
If for some d
1
"+
r | I
2r, we have d
1
( k
1
d
1
(mod 2h1!1) and when calcu-
lating k
1
d
1
(mod 2h1!1), two products never coincide, then with
d"+
r | I
2ar, we will have d ( kd (mod 2h!1).
LEMMA 3.9. Suppose k"2i#2j with (i, h)"( j, h)"a’1.
‚et i"ai
1
, j"aj
1
and h"ah
1
.
If k defines a hyperoval D(k), then j
1
,2i
1
(mod h
1
) or j
1
,i
1
(h
1
#1)/2
(mod h
1
) with h
1
odd.
Proof. Let k
1
"2i1#2j1. Then (i
1
, h
1
)"1.
Using the proofs of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, and Remark 3.8, all other
possibilities for i
1
and j
1
were eliminated by a value d
1
where d
1
( d
1
k
1
194 CHEROWITZO AND STORME(mod 2h1!1) where when calculating d
1
k
1
(mod 2h1!1), no two products
coincided. j
Remark 3.10. Suppose j
1
,i
1
(h
1
#1)/2 (mod h
1
), with h
1
odd. Then
2j
1
,i
1
(h
1
#1),i
1
(mod h
1
).
So always k
1
"2i1#2j1 where for one of the exponents j
1
,2i
1
(mod h
1
).
Hence j
1
a,2i
1
a (mod h) and so j,2i (mod h).
Hence when (i, h)"( j, h)"a’1, we have to investigate the possibilities
(1) k,a#a2 (mod q!1) where a"2i; q"2h; (i, h)"a’1; h
1
"h/a odd,
or (2) j
1
,2i
1
(mod h
1
) and i
1
,2j
1
(mod h
1
).
These two cases will be excluded in the next lemmas.
LEMMA 3.11. ‚et k,a#a2 (mod q!1) where a"2i; q"2h; (i, h)"
(2i, h)"a’1; h
1
"h/a odd.
„hen D(k) is not a hyperoval in PG (2, q).
Proof. Consider a and a2. Then ah1,(a2)h1,1 (mod 2h!1) and h
1
is
the smallest power for which this is true. So all exponents a2, (a2)2,2, (a2)h1
(mod q!1) are distinct.
Let d"+ (h1~1)@2
t/0
a2t. Then dk"+ (h1~1)@2
t/0
a2t`1#+ (h1`1)@2
t/1
a2t,1#2a#
+h1~1
t/2
at (mod 2h!1). All exponents in 1, a2, a3,2, ah1~1, considered as
powers of 2, are a multiple of a’1.
But the exponent of 2a, as a power of 2, is 1 (mod a). So all terms are
distinct which shows that d( dk (mod q!1). j
LEMMA 3.12. ‚et k"2i#2j where (i, h)"( j, h)"a’1; h
1
"h/a;
j
1
"j/a; i
1
"i/a where j
1
,2i
1
(mod h
1
) and i
1
,2j
1
(mod h
1
).
„hen D(k) is not a hyperoval in PG (2, 2h).
Proof. Since j
1
,2i
1
(mod h
1
) and i
1
,2j
1
(mod h
1
), also j,2i
(mod h) and i,2j (mod h) which shows that Mi, jN"Mh/3, 2h/3N.
Then h
1
"h/a"3 is odd and this case was already excluded in the
previous lemma. j
The following theorem concludes the classification of the monomial hy-
perovals D(k) with k"2i#2j.
THEOREM 3.13. ‚et k"2i#2j, iOj, define a monomial hyperoval D (k) in
PG(2, q), q"2h. „hen h is odd and one of the following holds:
(1) k"2#22"6;
(2) k"p#2 with p2,2 (mod q!1), p3AutF
2h
;
(3) k"c#c2,c#p (mod q!1) with c4,2 (mod q!1), c3AutF
2h
;
(4) k"q/4#q/2"3q/4.
Proof. By the preceding remarks and lemmas, only the possibility
k,a#a2 (mod q!1), with a"2i, q"2h, h odd, (i, h)"1, remains.
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Case 1: r odd and 34r4h!2.
Let d"+ (h~r~4)@2
t/0
a2t#ah~r~2#ah~r~1 if r4h!4 and d"1#a when
r"h!2.
Then for 34r4h!4, dk"+h~r~2
t/1
at#ah~r~1#2ah~r#ah~r`1, which
implies since ar,2 (mod q!1) that dk,+h~r~2
t/0
at#ah~r~1#ah~r`1
(mod q!1). So d( dk.
For r"h!2, dk"a#2a2#a3,1#a#a3 (mod q!1). Again
d( dk.
Case 2: r even and 64r4h!7.
Let d"+(h~r~5)@2
t/0
a2t#ah~r~4#ah~r~2#ah~r~1. Then dk"+h~r~5
t/1
at#
ah~r~4# 2ah~r~3#ah~r~2#ah~r~1#2ah~r#ah~r`1.
Using ar,2 (mod q!1), dk,+h~r~5
t/0
at#ah~r~4#ah~3#ah~r~1#
ah~ r`1#ah~ r~2,+ h~r~4
t/0
a t#ah~ r~2#ah~ r~1#ah~ r`1#ah~3
(mod q!1).
So d( dk.
Case 3: r"h!5 (r56).
Let d"1#a#a3#a4. Then dk"a#2a2#a3#a4#2a5#a6,
1#a#a3#a4#a6#ah~3 (mod q!1) since 2,ah~5 (mod q!1). So
again d( dk.
Case 4: r"h!3 (r56).
Let d"1#a2#a4#a5. Then dk"a#a2#a3#a4#a5#2a6#a7,
a#a2#2a3#a4#a5#a7,1#a#a2#a4#a5#a7 (mod q!1) since
2,ah~3 (mod q!1). So again d( dk.
Conclusion.
The preceding cases show that r3M1, 2, 4, h!1N. Let a"2i.
For r"1, k"2#22 which defines the Segre hyperoval. For r"2, 2i,1
(mod h). Equivalently i"(h#1)/2 which shows that k"p#2, p3AutF
2h
,
p2,2 (mod q!1), which defines a translation hyperoval since
p/(p!1),2#p (mod q!1).
For r"4, then 4i,1 (mod h). So i"(h#1)/4 if h,3 (mod 4) and
i"(3h#1)/4 when h,1 (mod 4). Hence k,p#c (mod q!1), with p de-
fined as above and with c3AutF
2h
, c4,2 (mod q!1), and this defines
a Glynn hyperoval.
When r"h!1, also i"h!1. So k"q/4#q/2"3q/4 which defines
a translation hyperoval since k,1!q/4 (mod q!1). j
This result now determines exactly which of the a-flocks of the considered
type (Section 1) correspond to an oval herd.
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t
:…"t1@a2X#t1@a‰#t1@a`1@a2Z,
t3F
q
, define an a-flockF in PG (2, q), q"2h, h odd, of the a-cone ‰a"XZa~1.
Assume thatF corresponds to an oval herd. „hen one of the following holds:
(1) a"1/2;
(2) a"1/p with p2,2 (mod q!1), p3AutF
2h
;
(3) a"1/c with c4,2 (mod q!1), c3AutF
2h
;
(4) a"2.
Proof. This follows immediately from the preceding theorem since
F corresponds to an oval herd if and only if the polynomial g (t)"t1@a`1@a2
defines a monomial hyperoval (Section 2). j
4. OTHER MONOMIAL HYPEROVALS
Remark 4.1. As indicated in [6], if k defines a monomial hyperoval D (k),
then the values 1!k, 1/k, 1!1/k, 1/(1!k), k/(k!1) (mod q!1) define
projectively equivalent monomial hyperovals.
We now determine the binary expansions of 1!k, 1/k, 1!1/k
(mod q!1) when k"2i#2j, (k, q!1)"1.
In this section, if k"+h~1
t/0
a
t
2t with a
t
3M0, 1N, for t"0,2, h!1, then
k will also be denoted as k"(a
0
,2, ah~1).
LEMMA 4.2. If k"2i#2j, i(j, q"2h, then 1!k,q!k,(0,2, 0,
1,2, 1, 0, 1,2, 1), (a0,2, ai~1, ai ,2, aj~1, aj , aj`1,2, ah~1) (mod q!1).
Proof. Adding 2i#2j gives q"2h. j
Remark 4.3. (1) Let k"2i#2j, with i(j, then (k, q!1)"1 if and only if
(1#2j~i, q!1)"1.
Furthermore, if k~1,+h~1
t/0
a
t
2t (mod q!1), then (1#2j~i) ) (+h~1
t/0
a
t
2t`i)
,1 (mod q!1). Hence, it suffices to calculate the inverse of 1#2j~i.
(2) First of all, when is (2r#1, 2h!1)"1?
Now (2r#1, 2h!1) divides (22r!1, 2h!1)"2(2r,h)!1 and (2r!1,
2h!1)"2(r,h)!1.
So if h is odd, then (2r#1, 2h!1)"1 for all 04r4h!1 and when h is
even, then 1#2r has an inverse (mod 2h!1) if and only if h"2u1h
1
,
r"2u2r
1
, with h
1
, r
1
odd and with u
2
5u
1
.
The following two lemmas give the binary expansions of these inverses.
LEMMA 4.4. ‚et k"1#2i, (i, h)"1, h odd.
„hen k~1,+ (h~1)@2
j/0
22ji (mod 2h!1).
Proof. With the binary expansion mentioned above, k ) k~1,
+ (h~1)@2
j/0
(22ji#2(2j`1)i),+h~1
j/0
2ji#2hi (mod 2h!1). Hence k ) k~1,
2h!1#1 (mod 2h!1),1 (mod 2h!1) since (i, h)"1. j
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1
u and h"h
1
u
with h
1
odd, then k~1,(a
0
,2, ah~1) (mod q!1) where
(a
ir
,2, au~1`ir)"(0,2, 0, 1)#r(1,2, 1), 04r4h1!1, (1)
and where all indices j of a
j
are calculated (mod h).
Proof. Since (i, h)"u, calculated (mod h), multiplying with i has order
h
1
. So all a
i
, 04i4h!1, have a unique binary value.
Multiply the binary vector with 1#2i. This gives the following result. To
simplify the calculations, the h-tuple (a
0
,2, ah~1) is partitioned and reor-
dered into successive u-tuples, where the indices j of a
j
again are calculated
(mod h). The first row is simply (1) while the second row is (1) multiplied with
2i and reduced (mod 2h!1):
(a
0
,2, au~1) (ai,2, ai`u~1)2(ai(h1~1),2, ai(h1~1)`u~1)#
(a
i(h1~1)
,2, ai(h1~1)`u~1) (a0,2, au~1)2(ai(h1~2),2, ai(h1~2)`u~1).
Adding the first two u-tuples (a
0
,2, au~1)#(ai(h1~1),2, ai(h1~1)`u~1)"
(0,2, 0, 1)#(0,2, 0, 1)"2u since h1!1 is even.
All other sums (a
i
,2,ai`u~1)#(a0,2,au~1),2, (ai(h1~1),2,ai(h1~1)`u~1)#
(a
i(h1~2)
,2, ai(h1~2)`u~1) are equal to (1,2, 1).
Hence the above calculated product is 2u#(2u#2u`1#2#2h~1)"2h
,1 (mod 2h!1). j
Remark 4.6. (a) For the arbitrary cases k"2s (1#2i) for which k~1
(mod q!1) exists, the binary expansions of these inverses are:
(1) If k,2s(1#2i) (mod 2h!1) where 04s4h!1, h odd, (i, h)"1,
then
k~1,(h~1)@2+
j/0
22ji`h~s (mod 2h!1).
(2) If q"2h, k,2s(1#2i) (mod 2h!1) where 04s4h!1,
(i, h)"u’1, h/u"h
1
odd, then k~1,+h~1
j/0
a
j
2j (mod 2h!1) where
(a
ir`h~s
,2, air`h~s`u~1)"(0,2, 0, 1)#r (1,2, 1), 04r4h1!1,
with the indices calculated (mod h).
(b) Also the values 1!1/k,q!1/k (mod q!1) are discussed. Know-
ing the binary expansion of 1/k, the binary expansion of 1!1/k is determined
in the following way.
TABLE I
k 1!k Conditions
6 2#+h~1
j/3
2j q"2h, h odd
c#p"2m#22m +2m~1
j/m
2j#+4m~2
j/2m`1
2j q"24m~1
p#c"22m`1#23m`1 +3m
j/2m`1
2j#+4m
j/3m`2
2j q"24m`1
2#p"2#2h`1 +h
t/1
2t#+2h
t/h`2
2t q"22h`1, h even
2#p"2#2h`1 +h
t/1
2t#+2h
t/h`2
2t q"22h`1, h odd
2h~2#2h~1 2h~2 q"2h, h odd
TABLE II
1/k 1!1/k
+ (h~3)@2
j/0
22j`1#2h~1 2#+ (h~3)@2
j/1
22j
1!c~1#p!c"+2m~1
j/m
2j#+4m~2
j/3m~1
2j c~1!p#c"2m#+3m~2
j/2m
2j
1!c~1#p!c"+2m
j/m
2j#+4m
j/3m`1
2j c~1!p#c"2m#+3m
j/2m`1
2j
+h~1
j/h@2
2j#+2h
j/3h@2
2j 2h@2#+3h@2~1
j/h
2j
+h~1
j/(h~1)@2
2j#+2h
j/(3h`1)@2
2j 2(h~1)@2#+ (3h~1)@2
j/h
2j
2#+ (h~1)@2
j/1
22j + (h~3)@2
j/0
22j`1
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j/0
a
j
2j (mod q!1) and a
0
,2, ar~1"0; ar"1, then
1!1/k,+h~1
j/0
a@
j
2j (mod q!1) with a@
0
"2"a@
r~1
"0; a@
r
"1 and with
a@
j
#a
j
"1 for h!15j’r.
All these binary expansions lead to the following result.
Conclusion 4.7. If some binary expansion has the structure of k, 1!k,
1/k, 1!1/k with k"2i#2j, then this defines a monomial hyperoval if and
only if this number has one of the following binary expansions.
The first table gives the values k and 1!k,q!k (mod q!1); the second
table gives the corresponding binary expansions of 1/k and 1!1/k
(mod q!1). The conditions in Table I also hold for the corresponding values
in Table II. The values of 1/(p#c) and 1!1/(p#c) are by Glynn [6].
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